HEIDI WILLBERG
FINLAND

The starting point for my painting is the exploration of the subject of flowers. As part of
nature, they deliver with their peculiar shapes and vibrant colors, (with) the power and
energy they exude. Division of space, composition, formal language and color composition. I do not reproduce the subject one-to-one.

Bringing my own self into the picture, as part of the larger whole. When I paint, this is a very physical act
that can go as far as being insignificant in order to give the picture the greatest possible autonomy.

Thus, my painting becomes a process of aggression and reflection, of action and reaction, and the respective picture is not finished until the intensity of the expression of my inner experience is strong enough.

KATJA OHRNBERG
FINLAND
Internal contradictions create pressure and inspiration. And inner peace brings strength. Artistic work requires both chaos and order. I think intuition is an expression of the innermost. Intuition brings visibility and
understanding to currents that flow in opposite
directions of the mind.

I make unique works of art.
I use different techniques and materials in my work, depending on the work. I paint. I work with clay, metal,
wood and other materials in sculptures and installations. I make videos.
There are two types of work processes. On the other hand, there is work to keep up the work, drawing and
small paintings, with lots of experimentation and where the end result is not the main thing. On the other
hand, there are works designed for an exhibition or a
specific space. This work requires a certain amount of pressure and an inner desire to
generate an idea, followed by determined work and time to execute the work, and a focus on the best result
when weighing the dimensions and colors.

“Art is Language, heart, research tool, means and the end product.
Art Tells us about life, art makes me believe and trust humanity.
Art has given me so much that I want to recycle some of that good.”

MAARIA MARKALA
FINLAND

Maaria Märkälä (born 1964 in Helsinki Finland) lives in Espoo and works in Helsinki. Her work
of arts are in several public and private collections in Finland and abroad. She was the
president of Finnish Painters’ Union for nine years (2008-2016).

This new Desert Flower - Series dominated by shades of green and red tinted with white is
inspired by the athmosphere of Liwa desert together with Helsinki’s Rhododendron Park that
bloomed exceptionally magnificently last summer.

While Enjoying with painting pink Maaria Märkälä also believes by using pink Your Dreams will
become true.

For more information:
www. maariamarkala.com

MIKA VESALAHTI
FINLAND

Taken from Neurobiology, the meaning of “Phosphenes” is to see something with eyes closed

Lately I have been painting a series “Phosphenes” where I used a strong architectural form as
a starting point.

Suddenly I found totally similar structure fro Liwa desert residence. So I created an Arabia version of Phosphenes.

